PROGRAM OF CEREMONY

Registration and Social Activity (4:00pm – 4:30pm)
Welcome (4:30pm)
    Student MC: Dorelia Cardona & Jeremy England
Department Recognition (4:35pm – 4:45pm)
    Speaker: Dr. Faruk Yildiz
Organizational Presentations (4:45pm – 4:55pm)
    • Sam Houston Construction Association
        o Club Representative: Jace Flowers
    • Society of Women for Excellence in Engineering & Technology
        o Club Representative: Jennifer Jantes
    • Renewable & Clean Energy
        o Club Representative: Bradley Morrison
Recognition of Outstanding Students (4:55pm – 5:05pm)
    Presented by: Dr. Faruk Yildiz & ET Faculties
Recognition of Scholarship Recipients (5:05pm – 5:20pm)
    Presented by: Dr. Faruk Yildiz & Dr. Min Jae Suh
Partnership Appreciation Plaque and Speech (5:20pm – 5:30pm)
    • Anslow-Bryant Construction: Mr. James Bryant, Partner
Closing Comments (5:30pm)
    Student MC: Dorelia Cardona & Jeremy England

AWARDS

Outstanding Student in:
A.B. Mays Award
    Recipient: James Holekamp
Construction Management
    Recipient: Zachary Krus
Engineering Technology Design & Development
    Recipient: Jennifer Walter
Electronics Technology
    Recipient: Clayton Vesely
Engineering Technology
    Recipient: Chance Breeding
Engineering Technology Safety Management
    Recipient: Kelli Terrell
Electronics and Computer Engineering Technology
    Recipient: James Holekamp

Partnership Appreciation:
Quanta Services
ThermOmegaTech, Inc.
Anslow-Bryant Construction, LTD.
SpawGlass